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sensor networks, it takes a huge amount of time and money
to develop a wireless sensor network. Also, there is no way
of reusing the existing WSNs. The goal of developing the
WSN design platform is to let users easily design custom WSN
using a graphical user interface. The wireless sensor network
designing platform was designed as a web application so that
users can simply log into the web application and use this
platform to design the required sensor network. After designing
the network, users are provided with automatically generated
firmware and instruction to deploy the actual sensor network.
Anyone with little computer knowledge can develop a simple
wireless sensor network, while professional designers can use
this platform to design complex wireless sensor networks with
lesser complexity.

Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are being widely
used for sensing physical parameters in a broad geographical
area. The person who needs WSN will have a pictorial idea of
the sensor network. The problem in the traditional method is
that the person who needs the WSN should explain the pictorial
view of the sensor network to a commercial vendor and buy it
from them or they should design it from the scratch. What we
proposed in our solution is to develop a platform so that the
person who needs the WSN can directly draw the pictorial view
on a canvas and then it can automatically generate all the required
firmware for the microcontrollers and wiring diagrams. The user
is then required only to follow a few instructions to complete
the real world implementation of WSNs. This paper is about
developing a visual platform to design WSNs. The WSN designing
platform was built as a web application, so it can manage a
large number of supported sensors and microcontrollers. This
means that if one user adds the device driver for any sensor or a
microcontroller the other users can directly use it from the WSN
design platform without worrying about hardware programming.
Further, if anyone needs a new sensor or microcontroller to be
supported by this visual design platform, this design tool will have
interfaces to directly add new sensors and microcontrollers. The
proposed method is affordable for developing custom wireless
sensor networks.

WSNs are widely used during last decade for sensing
physical parameters and they are really useful in our day-today life. Since it has a history of past decade, lots of research
have been conducted to find out how to effectively design
WSNs.
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A. Other available WSN designing platforms

I.

I NTRODUCTION

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) [1] is a densely
deployed wireless network of small, inexpensive, low-power
wireless sensor nodes designed to monitor given phenomena.
Wireless Sensor Nodes are devices where you can plug various
sensors and transmit the sensor data to a WSN gateway using
wireless communication. Sensor networks are extremely useful
in, agriculture sector and animal husbandry, air and water
quality measurement, wildlife movement tracking and disaster
management etc.
It is a fact that sensor networks are really helpful in creating
a better human life. Most of the time, the required number
of sensor nodes for a given phenomenon is extensive. Given
the wireless nature of sensor nodes, they should be powered
by batteries. The WSN should have low-power, low-cost and
reliable sensor nodes and also protocols that would make the
communication between sensor nodes more efficient for both
power and computation.
The major problem in the traditional wireless sensor network
designing process is that there are no common platforms available to design a wireless sensor network. The term ‘common
platform’ means that a platform which is compatible with any
commercially available sensors and microcontrollers. Since
there are no common designing platforms available to design
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II.

R ELATED WORK

IBM Node-RED is a programming tool for wiring together
hardware devices [2]. Although this tool is open-source it
has limited compatibility with changing firmware of microcontrollers according to users requirement. IBM Node-RED
focuses more on integration of web services using visual
programming tool.
‘Firefly’ is a cross-layer platform for WSNs, one of such
monitoring platform for sensor networks [3]. Although this
platform is commercially available, this platform is limited
scalability since the platform is not open for any hardware
component available in the market.
Proposed WSN design platform is capable of handling any
sensor node hardware if one could write a software device
descriptor for the WSN design platform.
B. Related firmware
A firmware is a software that runs on the microcontroller
of the sensor node. To develop a low-powered low-cost sensor
node it is a primary requirement to develop a stable power
efficient firmware. Previous researches have been conducted to
develop the firmware that runs on sensor node which is power
efficient for battery-powered sensor nodes. One such operating
system is TinyOS, which is a specialized component model
exploits advanced compiler technology to simultaneously provide efficiency and reliability in microcontroller [4]. Nano-RK

[5] is a reservation-based real-time operating system (RTOS)
with multi-hop networking support for use in wireless sensor
networks. Arduino Service Interface Programming (ASIP) [6]
model is a Service abstraction to easily add new capabilities
to microcontrollers, including socket connections, bridging
devices, MQTT-based publish-subscribe messaging, discovery
services, etc. The WSN design platform was proposed for
auto-generating firmware for the nodes. The auto-generated
firmware codes are generated with the capability of managing
power in the microcontroller efficiently.
III.

M ETHODOLOGICAL A PPROACH TO D EVELOP WSN
D ESIGNING P LATFORM

This paper is about developing a WSN designing platform,
the platform was designed to connect any sensor to a supported
microcontroller. To achieve such target the platform should be
able to manage the details about sensors and microcontrollers.
The following subtopics are the main design submodules in the
design, following sections will explain how this platform works
with any sensor that is supported by a specific microcontroller.
The following subtopics will briefly explain the top level view
of the whole project.

the sensor data according to the predefined format. The most
important thing to note is that this database entry can be
used by the rest of the world even without knowing how the
programming of the sensor with the microcontroller works.
B. Managing microcontrollers
Microcontrollers are acting two roles when it comes to
Wireless sensor networks, first as sensor nodes and secondly as
WSN gateway. In this WSN design platform, it supports both
the settings. The design platform contains a database which
stores the information about the supporting microcontrollers,
so the users can browse through the available microcontrollers
and choose the required microcontroller and start creating a
sensor node or a WSN gateway. If the microcontroller that
user requires is not found in the existing database they can
create a new database entry for the specific microcontroller.
Fig. 2 illustrates the structure of the database entry which is
described in section IV.B.

A. Managing sensors
Since this paper describes creating a common platform to
develop wireless sensor networks, it should support a wide
range of sensors and microcontrollers. The basic idea here
is to maintain a database of sensors descriptors. The WSN
design platform was designed to auto-generate all the required
firmware for each node in the whole wireless sensor network.
In this process, the database entry of a sensor is used to autogenerate the firmware. Users can easily browse through the
available sensors and choose one. If the specific sensor is not
found, they can simply add a new entry to the database.

Fig. 1.

Database entry for a sensor.

Fig. 2.

Database entry for a microcontroller.

C. Configuring networking
The networking between the sensor nodes and WSN gateways can be configured dynamically using our WSN design
platform. The users can drag and drop the created sensor
nodes and WSN gateways to the canvas and build the network.
The users are required to draw lines as they want between
the nodes that are to be connected. The back-end of the
WSN design platform will be responsible for creating the
firmware according to the user configurations. The back-end
of the WSN design platform will validate each and every
connection that is created and it will notify the user if anything
is wrong, otherwise, the backend will automatically generate
the firmware using the user’s configuration. Finally, after user
finalizes the WSN network it will make the generated code
available for download.

WSN design platform contains interfaces to add new sensors through this WSN design platform. So each new entry of
database should contain the required details about the sensors.
Fig. 1 will illustrate about the details of database entry which
is described in section IV.A.
The database entry for a new sensor can be divided into
two parts for ease of understanding. First, the basic information
about sensors such as voltage, current, and pins needed to
communicate. The second part is the software function which
is the most important part when it comes to generalizing the
platform to work with almost any sensor. For achieving such
a task standard procedures should be used when writing the
functions. Basically, the users are advised to write the software
functions which deals with the sensor hardware and returning

Fig. 3.

Sample network configuration.

Fig. 3 shows a diagram of sample WSN. Users are expected
to draw a WSN configuration like in Fig. 3 in order to create
a WSN.

D. The automatic firmware code generation
The core idea of this project is that this WSN design
platform will generate all the firmware codes that are needed
to deploy the wireless sensor network. Also, the WSN design
platform will provide the wiring diagrams that are needed to
deploy the WSN. The firmware at each node is generated step
by step. The auto firmware generation starts while creating the
sensor node. Then it aggregates all the networking configuration. Fig. 4 explains the aggregation of the firmware during
the design process of the WSN.

Fig. 4.

sensor, then that sensor will be added to the WSN designing
platform.

Automatic firmware code generation.
Fig. 6.

Requirements for adding new sensor.

E. Upload the firmware to the micro-controller
Finally, the users will be able to download the firmware.
Since the firmware uploading is not uniform across all
the micro-controllers we ask users to manually upload the
firmware to the micro-controller
IV.

All the detailed requirements will be available in the application itself. The users should pursue the following standards,
•

Include libraries that are needed should be uploaded
with the names of the libraries.

•

If there is a requirement to initialize the sensor, that
code should enter in the given field while adding the
new sensor.

•

Should enter a function(s) for each microcontroller
which measures and output the sensor values in
‘String’ data type (If there are multiple outputs, the
function should return all the outputs separated by
‘&&’ sign).

•

The user may input multiple functions for microcontrollers as per the requirement.

I MPLEMENTATION

Fig. 5 is a screenshot of the user interface (UI) of the design
platform. The front-end was designed to send a request to the
back-end to validating each sensor connection. The users can
work on the same UI from the starting of designing the sensor
node to deploying the final design of wireless sensor network.

B. Implementation of adding new microcontroller feature
Fig. 5.

User interface.

A. Implementation of adding new sensor feature
As explained in the Methodology section III.B each sensor
will have a database entry. The details of the sensor database
entry will be discussed in the following section. If a sensor
is not already registered in the database, users can add a new
entry to the database. The steps of adding a new sensor to the
WSN design platform is illustrated in Fig. 6. If a user fills the
following details in order as in Fig. 6 correctly and saves the

WSN design platform supports Arduino, ESP8266-12E
and Raspberry Pi boards by default, which means that the
WSN design platform already contains three entries in the
microcontrollers’ database. If a user needs to integrate a new
microcontroller with the WSN design platform, the user can
use the built-in feature to add a new microcontroller to the
design platform.
To register a new microcontroller with the WSN design platform users should fill the following requirements illustrated
in Fig. 7.The last two steps in Fig. 7 will further discuss in
section IV.B.1 and IV.B.2 respectively.

2) Networking function(s) that is written to connect with
different types of networking technologies: Network function
should be written using three parts
1)
2)
3)

Network initialization code - this code should run
while the microcontroller is at initialization stage and
it should basically connect to the given network.
Data sending function - this code should run in the
loop and should be capable of sending the given
string through the network.
Data receiving function - This code should also run
in the loop and should be capable of receiving any
String through the network.

Note that if the user needs another type of networking
technology (for example if the user wants to use RF communication instead of WiFi), the user should write the network
function separately and insert it to the WSN design platform
while adding the new microcontroller.
C. Implementation of automatic code generation module

Fig. 7.

Requirements for adding new microcontroller.

1) The following standards should be followed by the users
while writing skeleton code for microcontrollers: Skeleton
code for the microcontroller is the most important part of
the microcontroller database entry. This skeleton code should
contain the following tags in the relevant places,
1)
2)
3)
4)

<includes> - Where to insert the other 3rd party
libraries that are needed for the functionality of the
sensors and microcontroller.
<init> - Where the initialization codes should reside.
<loop> - Location of the main loop.
<end> - Where the end code locate.

Without these tags, the skeleton code should compile and
run on the relevant microcontroller and it should run in
an infinite loop without any functionality. Fig. 8 shows the
examples written for ESP8266-12E and Raspberry Pi.

Fig. 8.

Sample code configuration.

This is the most important module of the WSN design
platform, this module handles the logic of generating the
firmware including all the user configurations. The following
steps are the process that generates the firmware codes that are
required to generate the WSN.
1) Initializing the node firmware: Sensor nodes usually
contain microcontroller and sensors. If a user drag and drop a
microcontroller into the sensor node designing canvas, then the
automatic code generation module will call the database and
retrieve the skeleton code. Then the skeleton code is loaded
into the memory.
2) Developing the firmware when a new sensor is added:
Since there is a microcontroller in the sensor node designing
canvas, it is already loaded with the skeleton code in the
memory. As user keep on adding new sensors the code
generator will aggregate the firmware by adding each sensor
to the firmware of the node. This procedure is illustrated in
Fig. 9.

Fig. 9.

Code generation procedure.

As shown in Fig. 9, there is a step for validating whether
each sensor can be really accommodated at the node and
it is a really interesting problem to solve. A mathematical
approach was used to solve this problem. The mathematical
solution will be scalable for any microcontroller and also for
any sensor. Also, the wiring diagrams can be obtained from this
mathematical method. Basically, there is a matrix generated
each time when a sensor node is initialized, that matrix
contains the available number of pins in different categories.
Initially, the matrix would be the same as the available pins in
the microcontroller, then while adding each sensor the main
matrix is subtracted with the sensor’s required pins matrix. If
any column gives a negative number, then it is clear that the
sensor cannot be accommodated at the microcontroller. If both
matrices subtract without giving a negative number, it means
that the sensor can be accommodated. Fig. 10 shows a simple
example of successful and an unsuccessful sensor addition.

V.

R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS

The auto-generated firmware codes will be discussed in the
results and analysis section. Table I shows the sensors that are
supported by the WSN design platform by default.
TABLE I.

S UMMARY FOR SENSORS

Sensor name
DS18B20

Hardware interface
GPIO

LIDAR-Lite v3
HX711

I2C, PWM
GPIO pins

MPU-6050

I2C

DHT-11

GPIO

Supported micro-controllers
ESP8266, Arduino, Raspberry
Pi
Arduino, Raspberry Pi
Arduino,
Raspberry
PI,
esp8266
Arduino,
Raspberry
PI,
esp8266
Arduino,
Raspberry
PI,
esp8266

A. Results
An experiment was carried out for measuring humidity
using a WSN. The firmware for sensor node with DH11
humidity sensor was generated from WSN design platform.
ESP8266 was used as the microcontroller for this experiment.
The user is expected not to write any code but, draw the
network configuration in the WSN design tool canvas. The
network was designed using WiFi connections. Then the autogenerated firmware was then compiled and loaded into the
microcontroller.
B. Analysis

Fig. 10.

Sensor addition example.

3) Generate node firmware for the networking: After the
user created a Wireless Sensor Node, the memory already has
the firmware with sensor functions. Now the user will able to
design a network between sensor nodes and WSN gateways,
for that user can use the already created sensor nodes. The
user is expected to drag and drop the created sensor nodes
into the canvas and design the network by drawing lines in
between them. While the user keeps on dragging and dropping
the nodes into the canvas and connecting them with wires,
the program backend will validate each network connection
and keep aggregating the code with the network configuration
setting at the firmware code. Fig. 11 shows a networking setup
for simple sensor network with four nodes.

The automatic code generation module uses the database
entries of each sensor that is being used. The functions that
are written for each sensor contains XML tags. The connection
pins are not hard-coded in the sensor function (in the skeleton
sensor function the pins are assigned as <DIGITALINPUT1>,
<DIGITAL-INPUT2>, <ANALOG-INPUT1>). These tags
are replaced by the automatic code generation module. Fig. 12
illustrates the macros that were generated by the WSN design
platform. From this method, it is possible to make any sensor
works with any supported micro-controller

Fig. 12.

Fig. 11.

Networking setup.

Auto-generated defines.

Fig. 12 shows how the tagged pins are replaced using real
pins (D0, A0, and D1). Fig. 13 shows how a function from
database entry (DH11 humidity sensor) is used to generate
the firmware code for the sensor node. Fig. 14 shows an
auto-generated loop code with the tag of <SENSOR DATA
MEASURING INTERVAL>. The data measuring interval will
directly replace according to the user’s preferences.
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A sensor function is inserted to firmware.

Also, the function call is done within this loop. Finally,
Fig. 15 shows the sample outputs from the WSN. The output
format is a standard JSON object. The output JSON object can
be used to transfer the sensor data to any remote location for
further processing.
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Fig. 14.

Auto-generated code for the main loop.

Fig. 15.

Structure of the output data format.

VI.

C ONCLUSION

The primary aim of the project was to build a common
platform to design and develop WSNs. Although there are
a lot of commercial wireless sensor nodes available in the
current market, still there is no common platform to connect
sensors and microcontrollers through a graphical user interface.
This project is developed to make the development of wireless
sensor networks easy. This WSN design platform is designed
in a way that, anyone with moderate computer literacy can
design their own WSN network within a short period of time.
WSN design platform has basically developed as a web
application, a web application can be deployed on a server and
users can log into the WSN design platform from anywhere
and start developing the desired wireless sensor network. Since
the web application is centralized, the design platform can
increase the number of supporting microcontrollers and sensors
as users add new sensors and microcontrollers to the system.
The web application has designed using responsive front-end
and RESTful backend.
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